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Abstract

Type confusion bugs are a common source of security problems whenever software makes use of type hierarchies, as an inadvertent downcast to an incompatible type is hard to detect at compile time and easily leads to memory corruption at runtime. Where existing research mostly studies type confusion in the context of object-oriented languages such as C++, we analyze how similar bugs affect complex C projects such as the Linux kernel. In particular, structure embedding emulates type inheritance between typed structures. Downcasting in such cases consists of determining the containing structure from the embedded one, and, like its C++ counterpart, may well lead to bad casting to an incompatible type.

In this paper, we present UNCONTAINED, a systematic, two-pronged solution to discover type confusion vulnerabilities resulting from incorrect downcasting on structure embeddings—which we call container confusion. First, we design a novel sanitizer to dynamically detect such issues and evaluate it on the Linux kernel, where we find as many as 11 container confusion bugs. Using the patterns in the bugs detected by the sanitizer, we then develop a static analyzer to find similar bugs in code that dynamic analysis fails to reach and detect another 78 bugs. We reported and proposed patches for all the bugs (with 102 patches already merged and 6 CVEs assigned), cooperating with the Linux kernel maintainers towards safer design choices for container manipulation.

1 Introduction

Complex software often makes use of class and type hierarchies to achieve modularity in the design and favor code reuse for operations meant to work on similar objects. Interestingly, this phenomenon is not exclusive to software written in object-oriented languages. One compelling case involves the C language, as implementors of kernels and large userland applications commonly resort to custom means, namely structure embedding, to model inheritance between typed structures. In the lack of explicit language provisions, the

validity of casting operations becomes an implicit assumption from code semantics (i.e., on implementation correctness).

Structure embedding operates by declaring an instance of a more general typed structure (the parent) as a field of a more specific one (the child). A well-known example is the list_head structure in the Linux kernel. In this paper, we will sometimes refer to such structures as objects. Code that needs to access the more general representation of an object, thus realizing an upcast, will simply use the member field for the parent in the object. This operation is intuitively safe. Code that needs to access a more specialized representation of an object, thus realizing a downcast, will (unsafely) manipulate the parent pointer to recover the address of the child.

In more detail, an object downcast subtracts the offset of the parent field in the child object from the address available for the parent, yielding the address of its container structure (i.e., the child). The term container follows from the popular container_of macro pioneered by the Linux kernel. Issuing a downcast is not only always unsafe, but even not conforming to any C language standard [43]. Thus, the correctness and safety burden is on the shoulder of the developers, who have to guarantee through program semantics that the requested child type is correct. Failing to meet this requirement would cause a type confusion, which may have possibly disastrous consequences, such as a memory corruption vulnerability [39].

For object-oriented languages, runtime type information (RTTI) enables straightforward validation of downcasting operations. For example, current solutions that look for type confusion in C++ code rely on forms of RTTI tracking [13, 15, 21, 31]. Solutions with provisions for C code can detect (some) cases of type confusion by intercepting heap allocations of objects and binding them with their top-level allocation type [13, 31] in userland code. Automatic type identification is difficult in C programs due explicit/implicit unions, pointer casting, allocation wrappers, and other factors as shown in previous work [16, 58]. For kernels, current type-based solutions resort to manually annotating allocation sites with the necessary type information [15].

In this paper, we take a systematic approach to discover
type confusion vulnerabilities resulting from incorrect downcasting on structure embeddings, which we call container confusion. We design a new sanitizer that does away with runtime type tracking of objects and uses instead information on object allocation boundaries, which we obtain using an off-the-shelf solution. In more detail, we rely on redzones from memory sanitization literature [50] to augment allocation sites for out-of-bound access detection. Our sanitizer checks type compatibility for a downcasting operation by checking the relative position of the embedded parent structure, the outer child structure, and the redzones. This scheme transforms a type check in multiple straightforward structure bound checks, with low runtime overhead and no manual code changes.

We apply our sanitizer to the Linux kernel, one of the most complex and security-sensitive program instances. An initial study of its code base, which we conducted to gauge the potential bug surface, reveals more than 50,000 occurrences of container_of involving nearly 4,000 structure types. The type graph is also highly connected, with extreme cases such as list_head used as parent for over 1,800 child types.

We fuzzed a sanitized build of the kernel for one week and uncovered 11 cases of container confusion, including long-standing container confusion bugs present in its code base since 18 years. As the kernel is continuously fuzzed under multiple sanitizers and configurations, these findings lead us to argue that our approach can find bugs that current state-of-the-art testing practices fail to capture.

By analyzing the nature of such bugs, we identify five container confusion patterns of general interest. We use such patterns to develop a static code analyzer that can process the whole kernel in only a few seconds, allowing us to reach also code compartments that fuzzers may not cover. The static analyzer identifies 366 potential cases of confusion: by manual analysis, we identify 78 other bugs along with 179 anti-patterns where code correctness hinges only on implicit assumptions on program semantics.

We reported our findings to the Linux kernel maintainers, who acknowledged them, and proposed patches for all the bugs we found. At the time of writing, 102 patches have been merged in the kernel, and 6 CVE identifiers have been assigned for bugs whose security implications were immediately apparent. Our reports sparked valuable discussions around them to make our approach scale in coverage.

In sum, this paper proposes the following contributions:

- We systematize a class of type confusion bugs, showing how C programs are affected by incorrect downcasting on structure embeddings. We dub it container confusion.
- We design a sanitizer for them that does away with type tracking and show its applicability to the Linux kernel.
- We derive 5 general patterns of container confusion from bugs we found in the kernel and design a static analyzer around them to make our approach scale in coverage.

- We evaluate our approach on a recent Linux kernel version, identifying 11 bugs with dynamic analysis (e.g., fuzzing) and another 78 bugs through our static analyzer.

Our sanitizer and static analyzer together form a framework, termed UNCONTAINED, which is open source and available at: https://vusec.net/projects/uncontained.

2 Background

In this section, we will provide the relevant background to understand the remainder of the paper.

2.1 Type Confusion Bugs in C++... and in C

Casting an object to an incompatible type violating casting rules (i.e., bad-casting) causes type confusion. For instance, a static downcast in C++ checks only if the source and destination types are in the same type hierarchy, but not if the runtime destination type is the expected one. As a result, large C++ projects, such as the major browsers, parts of Windows, and the Oracle JVM [21], are rife with type confusion bugs.

**Downcasting in C.** The problem is not limited to object-oriented languages such as C++ but also extends to large programs written in C. Since C is not an object-oriented programming language, it does not support classes like C++. However, developers use structure embedding to benefit from an approximation of classes and inheritance. In particular, properties shared by multiple types are defined as a struct embedded in all the relevant types. In such a way, all the child types inherit the struct members declared in the parent type that is embedded. We show a simplified example of such use in Listing 1. Since the child type includes the parent type in this design, it is called a container.

Analogous to C++, we require primitives to go from the child type to its parent (“upcasting”) and from the parent to its child type (“downcasting”). Upcasting is implemented by obtaining a pointer to the embedded parent structure from the child structure and is guaranteed safe. Downcasting is not defined in the C standard since it would require using a pointer to the parent structure to obtain a pointer outside of the memory defined by the type of the parent structure itself [43]. Still, many projects, including the Linux kernel, do exactly that. Given a pointer to the parent in a type hierarchy based on structure embedding, they implement their own version of downcasting, often in the form of a macro, that uses pointer arithmetic to calculate a pointer to the child type.

Such a macro is often named container_of. The reference implementation in the Linux kernel is shown in Listing 2. The container_of macro is not exclusive to the Linux kernel but
List Iterators. As an example, consider the popular `list_iterators` head structure that programmers embed in their data structures in the Linux kernel to create a double-linked circular list, with `next` and `prev` pointers pointing to the next and previous `list_head` element of the list. Iterating over a list, we know we have reached the end when we encounter the same pointer a second time. An empty list has its `next` and `prev` pointers pointing to itself. Issuing a `container_of` on a `list_head` allows access to the derived type, i.e., the element of the entry.

While there are different ways to use `list_head`, adding a linked list to a structure in the Linux kernel is a matter of embedding a `list_head` whose `next` field points to the first entry of the list, while that of the last entry points back to the `list_head` in the “owning” data structure. In this way, all list entries have the same type, except the owning structure that anchors the `head` of the circular list. Similarly, it is safe to issue a `container_of` from any list entry, except for the `list_head` in the owning structure, where it would lead to container/type confusion. The owning structure need not even be a struct, as it could also be a single `list_entry` variable.

To iterate over a list, the kernel uses macros such as `for_each_entry` and `for_each_entry_or_null` that points to the next list entry and then uses `container_of` to set the iterator to the base of the entry that embeds it. For instance, we can iterate over all inodes of a superblock as follows:

```c
#include <linux/super.h>

spin_lock(&sb->i_lock);
list_for_each_entry(inode, &sb->i_inodes, i_inode_list)
    ...
spin_unlock(&sb->i_lock);
```

This is safe if the possibly invalid list iterator, upon loop exiting, is not used afterwards. While the most common, `list_iterators` head is not the only iterator in the Linux kernel but most work in a similar way. Well-known further examples include single-linked lists (`hlist_node`) and red-black trees (`rb_node`).

This paper will highlight several cases where iterator invariants are violated, resulting in buggy code.

2.2 Sanitizers
Sanitizers are runtime tools to detect undefined behavior in programs, typically through compiler-based instrumentation that checks undefined behavior. The best-known example is AddressSanitizer (ASan) [50], which detects memory errors such as buffer overflows and use-after-frees. ASan instruments every memory access with a check that consults a shadow memory to see if the memory access is valid. In particular, to detect buffer overflows, ASan pads memory allocations with `redzones` and poisons the memory in the shadow memory (setting it to a nonzero value) so that any future access results in an ASan error. In this paper, we will repurpose ASan redzones to detect object boundaries.

3 Container Confusion in the Linux Kernel
In this section, we discuss security risks that can arise from container confusion, examine a real-world bug as a running example, and show to what extent the Linux kernel resorts to structure embedding.

3.1 Security Implications
Like C++'s `static_cast`, the `container_of` macro does not perform runtime checks to verify whether the structure is actually contained within the expected outer structure. When this is not the case, container confusion leads the program to access memory under wrong assumptions on its layout. Two base scenarios are possible: a) the structure is embedded in a different container, leading to member access over memory contents typed for another layout; or b) the structure is not embedded in a container, leading to a pointer that is out-of-bounds by the relative offset assumed within the container.

The security implications of bad casting have been well-researched for C++ (e.g., in the CaVeR paper [39]) and similarly apply here, being `container_of` equivalent to C++'s `static_cast`. Such effects can range from subtle state corruptions to controlled out-of-bounds accesses that attackers can evolve for exploit construction. The security risk is mainly dependent on structure layouts, for example when memory containing function pointers can be overwritten. To
Listing 3: Using the list iterator gr_req past its validity causes container confusion.

3.2 Running Example

We discuss next our running example (Listing 3) involving the kernel USB stack to better illustrate container confusion.

The function gr_dequeue() iterates over a list of requests to find and remove the one matching the supplied _req argument. Under correct operation, container_of( &ep->queue.next, struct gr_request, queue) in the macro at line 6 takes the address of field queue in a gr_request list entry and subtracts a quantity χ=offsetof(struct gr_request, queue) to make it point to the entry itself.

However, if the list is empty or does not contain it, the execution leaves the list iterator variable gr_req with a container-confused pointer. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the list iterator would incorrectly reference the owning structure (i.e., the list head), which has gr_ep type. The confused container_of subtracts χ from the pointer to the field queue in this other structure: the result will point somewhere within structure *ep.

The exploitability of the bug depends on the position of field _req, used at line 10, within gr_request structures. Listing 1 shows the partial structure layout. Had the position been “deeper”, the resulting pointer could have reached and surpassed the outer gr_ep structure, referencing the adjacent heap storage. Were _req to match such an out-of-bound pointer, the code attempts to remove a list entry that is not present, possibly causing further memory corruption.

Rich discussions followed our disclosure of the bug to the Linux kernel mailing list. As a result, the maintainers opted to migrate to the C11 standard, which would allow them to define the iterator variable with a scope limited to specific loops, preventing its usage afterwards. In the next section, we will examine the potential surface for container confusion cases in the Linux kernel.

3.3 Type Graph Complexity

To examine the use of structure embedding in the Linux kernel, we analyze the prevalence of container_of and its derivatives, as container_of takes part in several macros and inline functions. Depending on the selected kernel configuration, we note that the build system of the kernel can choose between different function implementations and even type definitions. Hence, we study the Linux kernel v.5.17 with the configuration in use to Google’s syzbot [18] for continuous fuzzing.

We write an LLVM compiler pass to spot all the uses of container_of in the code and track its usage. In the next section, we will examine the potential surface for container confusion cases in the Linux kernel.
element of our approach to container confusion detection. Figure 1 shows the one being discussed here, highlighting the relationships between the embedded types. Each node represents a type involved in a downcast. We have a (directed) edge between two types if we find a downcast instance that derives a child of the destination node type from a parent of the source node type. We also compute edge weights based on the number of such instances.

While we count as many as 18323 types in all the code for the build, we find 4275 of them to be involved in downcast operations: 506 can occur as parent and 4033 as child object. To our surprise, this implies that almost one-fourth (23.3\%) of all types are involved in structure embedding.

For example, the usb_request structure shown in Listing 1 can be embedded in 17 different child structures in use to different USB drivers. Generally speaking, a variety of destination types may favor cases of invalid runtime downcasts.

By looking at topological properties of the type graph, we find that 3486 of the 4033 possible destination types are not contained in any other type, meaning no other type “inherits” from them. 419 of the 506 possible source types have an out-degree greater than one, meaning that they can have multiple child types; 221 have more than 10 possible child types.

In the figure, we also highlighted the top-5 structure types by highest number of child types: list_head (1857), work_struct (611), hlist_node (244), timer_list (235), and qspinlock (223). Each colored cluster shows the possible destination types for such a source type during downcasting.

Looking at edge weights, the structure types most often used as parent when downcasting are list_head (22033), inode (7669), device (4130), hlist_node (3221), and rb_node (2272). Several of them are involved in iterators.

We also note that list_head emerges as the type with most child types that inherit from it and as the most used parent type across the whole kernel code base.

As the main takeaway of this study, we argue that the prevalence of container_of and derivatives, combined with the notable complexity of the type graph they induce, makes a compelling case for seeking container confusion bugs.

4 UNCONTAINED Overview

In this paper, we design and implement UNCONTAINED to detect container confusion bugs in the Linux kernel.

In Section 5, we present a novel container confusion sanitizer that uses object boundaries to detect invalid downcasts during dynamic analysis. After describing the design and implementation, we evaluate effectiveness and performance of the sanitizer by combining it with the well-known syzkaller [19] kernel fuzzer and other benchmarks. Finally, we use the sanitizer to analyze the occurrence of container confusion in the Linux kernel.

Achieving code coverage with dynamic analysis on the Linux kernel can be challenging due to the amount of complex code. In Section 6, we therefore analyze the bugs we detect through fuzzing and identify common bug patterns that result in invalid container_of usage. Based on these patterns, we develop a static analyzer to search for additional bugs without suffering from the lack of code coverage inherent to dynamic analysis in Section 7. In particular, we design and implement a configurable LLVM forward and backward dataflow analysis to identify potentially buggy code patterns. We then analyze any additional bugs found by the static analysis, including a worrying out-of-bounds write, and demonstrate an acceptable rate of false positives. Although static analysis has lower accuracy than dynamic analysis, it acts as an effective complement for code that dynamic analysis fails to reach.

5 Container Confusion Sanitizer

This section introduces the sanitizer component of UNCONTAINED meant to detect cases of container confusion at runtime. We explain its design and implementation in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, respectively, and evaluate it in Section 5.3.

5.1 Design

Our sanitizer aims to expose container_of uses where an incorrect destination (i.e., child) type causes a container confusion. As we anticipated in Section 1, detecting such errors with existing approaches to type confusion detection would require maintaining a form of RTTI for each allocated object.

Our design aims instead for a general solution that does not incur code modifications and/or pointer tracking costs while achieving broad compatibility. The key idea is to turn a downcasting validity check into multiple bound checks relative to the current embedded object (the parent) and the requested container object (the child) of a container_of operation. Parent and child here are synonyms for inner and outer structure.

We analyze structure definitions and use the relative distances of an embedded structure from the start and the end of its container structure as the discriminating factor for violations. When the container object is of the requested type, its
if (!
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Listing 4: Running example with our bound checks added.

Listing 4: Running example with our bound checks added.

allocation boundaries will align perfectly with those that one
can infer starting from the parent pointer. A violation occurs
instead when the object enclosing the parent turns out to be
larger or smaller than expected on either side.
To insert sanitization checks, inferring the expected bound-
daries of a child object is straightforward, as both its size and
the displacement of the parent field from its start are known at
compile time. However, even at runtime, the actual boundaries
of an object are normally not available in C programs.

Object Boundaries. For reliable boundary identification,
we rely on standard runtime means in use to sanitizers that
target spatial memory safety violations. Namely, we pad ob-
ject allocations with redzones (Section 2.2) and use them to
recover object boundaries. The addresses immediately pre-
ceding and following an object will appear as invalid in the
shadow memory, while those at the boundaries will be valid.

For a container_of operation, we can thus check for the
validity of memory at the expected start and end addresses of
the requested container, and the invalidity of the memory right
before and after them, respectively. This will readily expose
mismatches between expected and actual boundaries.

Figure 2 shows an example of valid and bad downcasting,
highlighting the differences in their object redzone layouts.

We chose a redzone-based approach over other bounds-
tracking designs due to its efficiency, practicality, and compat-
ibility with complex code bases: mainly, inspections have O(1)
cost and we can build on an existing, well-tested infrastruc-
ture from memory sanitizers for kernels. Alternative design
points such as low-fat pointers [36] remain a possibility.

Container Nesting. The bounds-checking policy we just
presented may mishandle containers that are embedded in
another container. For those cases, we cannot expect the pres-
ence of redzones for the inner container, being it a structure
field. However, we can still do the validation through the
outer container. In the Linux kernel, only 547 of its 4033
container types may incur such a scenario, whereas for 3486
Figure 3: Distribution of container_of invocations according to
offset of parent field and container size. Logarithmic scale.

no nesting is possible. Therefore, when the desired child type
of a container_of instance is one of those 547, we apply the
following scheme if the normal bound checks fail.

We note that a container_of operation carries the expected
type for the innermost container only. Moving to an outer con-
tainer, we can check if its boundaries (i.e., the redzones around
it) align with the layout expected for any of the container types
that have a field of the expected inner container type. This
information is available in the type graph (Section 3.3) at
compile time and we compute it recursively for multi-nesting
cases. If the redzones of the outermost container do not match
any feasible layout, we report a container confusion error.

This strategy effectively allows us to avoid false positives
from container nesting. The attentive reader may notice that,
by accepting more redzone layouts as valid, we open the door
to more false negatives: however, as we will show later in this
section, the probability of such layout collisions is very low.

Time-of-use Checking. In the Linux kernel code, we found
several cases where a container_of instance sees at runtime
also objects of an incompatible type but the following code is
never affected by the confusion. For example, with list
iterators, the obtained child pointer was used only to access
the parent again through the child field corresponding to it.
These cases in the programming practice are not strictly bugs.
Therefore, in our design, we opted to validate a container_of
instance at the time of use for its output pointer rather than
immediately when downcasting. Listing 4 shows our running
eample augmented with bound checks around redzones.

To identify uses of the output pointer, we run a standard
intra-procedural def-use [23] analysis. As the program may
modify it before dereferencing it (e.g., to access a child field),
we analyze pointer arithmetic operations and, when the modi-
fication can be determined statically, we forward the check to
the next use of the pointer. When the program dereferences it
or we can no longer follow it statically, we emit bound checks and
have them account for the modified offset, if any.

Discussion. The sanitization scheme we propose can de-
tect container confusion by relying solely on structure layout
knowledge (known at compile time) and object boundaries
(obtainable with off-the-shelf lightweight techniques). When
both sources are accurate, no false positives are possible.
Compared to an ideal design that tracks pointer types, the
price we may pay for our efficiency and compatibility relates to false negatives when an invalid downcast involves an object whose layout coincides with the one of a valid child type\(^1\).

To look into this dimension, we identify a domain and a codomain for it. As domain, we study how many unique container\_of instances are present in the Linux kernel as we consider the pair (parent field, child type) for a downcast operation. We include the field as one child may embed multiple parents. As codomain, we identify pairs of the form \((\text{offset of parent field, size of child})\) for such operations, since these are the two quantities that we use—independently from one another—for bound checking. We count 6,526 unique instances mapping to unique 3,262 pairs. A collision occurs when two distinct instances map to the same pair.

The distribution in Figure 3 shows that 40.8% of the unique container\_of instances map to one pair exclusively, 16.9% to 2-4 pairs, 21.1% to 4-32 pairs, and only 5 of them to 100 or more pairs. Hence, we expect collisions to be infrequent. We then analyze them under the realistic hypothesis that incorrect downcasts happen only over objects of related types. When counting all the siblings and descendants in the type hierarchy for the expected downcast type of a unique container\_of instance, we measure the probability of a collision to be 0.0283, which decreases to 0.0088 when considering siblings only.

Note also that one may avoid false negatives almost entirely by adding padding bytes to structures mapped to the same codomain point(s). We leave this investigation to future work.

### 5.2 Implementation

The sanitizer of UNCONTAINED consists of two components. The first one is a coccinelle\[44\] script to intercept occurrences of container\_of at the source level, which the C preprocessor would otherwise expand before we may instrument them.

The second one is a pass for the intermediate representation (IR) of the LLVM compiler (v.12.0.1) implemented in 1640 lines of C++ code. The pass is responsible for building the type graph of the code base, expanding the intercepted container\_of instances, and adding sanitization machinery.

We also develop a framework\[2\] of potentially independent interest to apply custom LLVM passes during kernel compilation and run VMs for testing (e.g., with syzkaller) and debugging, automatically spawning one with a breakpoint attached to the found crash site for manual inspection in gdb.

To have full visibility on type information, we run our pass as a link-time optimization. We then leverage the existing redzone insertion and shadow memory mechanisms of Kernel Address Sanitizer (KASAN)\[33\] to support object boundary identification for stack, global, and heap-allocated variables.

While our sanitizer can coexist with KASAN’s machinery to sanitize memory accesses for safety violations, we disable its generation as these checks are unnecessary for our purposes.

As mentioned in the previous section, correct object boundary identification is essential for precision. This aspect is not influenced by the redzone size (for which we use KASAN’s defaults), as the shadow memory has always 1-byte granularity. However, even state-of-the-art techniques for redzones fail to handle the edge cases we discuss next. As they may lead to false positives, we disable confusion checks for them.

We find two object allocation schemes that require special handling. One involves a known limitation of redzones with arrays: in these cases, redzones cannot be inserted around their individual elements, unless one modifies the type definition. With a coccinelle script, we identify in the code base all the types that take part in array allocations and disable the validation of container\_of instances using them as a child type. For future work, we are considering the addition of machinery to test all possible array cells when their number is known statically, whereas for dynamic sizes the recent proposal of bounded flexible C arrays\[8\] may be of help.

The second scheme involves the allocation of multiple, differently typed structures (e.g., \(\mathtt{kalloc}(\text{sizeof}(A) + \text{sizeof}(B), \ldots)\)) followed by pointer extraction for each structure. This coding choice brings performance benefits, as it optimizes the use of the allocator, but complicates memory sanitization schemes. To avoid false positives for objects involved in such allocations, we devise a coccinelle script to disable the involved types from validation. However, for a few recurring cases and if code semantics allowed doing so safely, we manually split allocations and enable container confusion detection for types like \(\mathtt{io\_buffer}\) used in \(\mathtt{io\_uring}\) code or \(\mathtt{net\_device}\) private data in networking code.

Overall, for the two schemes, we disable validation for 13,926 out of 56,468 downcasts. We also highlight that the shadow memory and redzones of KASAN operate only after the early boot phase of the kernel. Heap objects allocated by the boot memory allocator \(\mathtt{memblock}\) have no redzones: we identify and skip them using address range checks at runtime.

While we test and evaluate our sanitizer around the Linux kernel, the adaptations needed for other subjects would be limited. Redzone management for userland software is available in LLVM with AddressSanitizer\[50\], while kernels like FreeBSD and XNU have their own KASAN implementation.

### 5.3 Evaluation

We run our sanitizer on the Linux kernel v.5.17 (commit c269497d248e). For the fuzzing experiments, we use syzkaller (commit 9e8eaa75a18a) and build two images compiled, respectively, with the default kernel configuration and the one in use to Google’s syzbot\[18\], as it enables additional features. The choice is an attempt to slightly balance the exploration of code between pervasiveness and breadth.
To stress specific/additional components, we also run typical userland workloads such as installing programs with the aptitude package manager, executing binutils utilities, code for SGX enclaves, and the Linux Test Project [37].

As experimental setup, we ran syzkaller for one week on two Ubuntu 22.04.1 (Linux kernel v.5.15) host machines with 16 cores @2.3GHz (AMD EPYC 7643), using a total of 16 QEMU-KVM virtual machines with 4GB RAM and even distribution of the default and the syzbot-configured builds.

5.3.1 Discovered Cases of Container Confusion

Our fuzzing campaign revealed 37 cases of container confusion. After manual analysis of the crash sites, we identified 11 unique bugs and 10 anti-patterns (see below). The remaining 16 are false positives deriving from missing redzones in mixed-type allocations that our cocinelle scripts miss (Section 5.2). Adding them to our filtering logic is a one-time effort that would prevent such false positives from occurring in future campaigns.

We consider anti-patterns type confusion cases where the use of a confused pointer is a “controlled” case of undefined behavior as the code does not incur a corruption only thanks to implicit assumptions on program semantics (which may silently change over time) and/or compiler behavior. Such anti-patterns might silently turn into bugs in future releases.

The 11 bugs affect the following kernel subsystems: drivers/net, net/{ipv4&6, sctp}, fs/f2fs, and sgx. We disclosed and proposed patches to the maintainers for all the bugs: at the time of writing, all patches have been or are being merged. We present five of these bugs in Section 6. The 11 bugs had not emerged, e.g., in the continuous fuzzing efforts from Google’s syzbot, which uses state-of-the-art sanitizers like KASAN and tests several configurations.

The 10 anti-patterns relate to places where a container confusion occurred but developers manage it explicitly later. As examples, we briefly describe two of the anti-patterns that our sanitizer found. The first involves the function crypto_j alg_lookup() of the Kernel Crypto API. The function can return a pointer to a synchronous-hash structure (shash_j alg) confused as if it were an asynchronous (ahash alg) one. However, all the users of the function eventually check the requested instance type through additional fields to differentiate them and correctly cast the confused pointer before use. The second involves the inet_lookup_established() networking function, which can return a pointer to a struct inet_timewait_sock confused as a struct sock. Similar to above, all the users of the function check the socket state to differentiate them.

5.3.2 Runtime Overhead

We conduct two sets of experiments to measure the overhead introduced by the sanitizer component of UNCONTAINED: the bare sanitization costs with LMbench [41] and their impact on the end-to-end throughput when fuzzing with syzkaller.

We run the LMbench programs on a single QEMU-KVM instance with 8 GB of RAM executing on an i7-10700K CPU host machine with minimal background activity and identical software to the previous experiments. We repeat each experiment 10 times, taking the median value for every program. Our sanitizer introduces a geomean overhead of 74%. As a reference, KASAN introduces a 126% overhead (with 33% coming from redzone management, which we use too). We list figures for the individual programs in Appendix B.

For fuzzing throughput, we measure how many test cases one syzkaller VM executes within the first hour of fuzzing. We take the median value of 10 experiment repetitions, starting from an empty fuzzing corpus. The syzkaller baseline with no sanitizers enabled executed 80348 test cases, whereas with UNCONTAINED 69734 with a net reduction of the fuzzing throughput of around 13%. As a reference, KASAN introduced a 55% net reduction of the throughput. We find our approach to induce an overhead acceptable for fuzzing.

6 Retrospective Analysis and Bug Patterns

The cases of container confusion that our sanitizer detected when fuzzing revealed several lingering bugs and anti-patterns in the Linux kernel. Their analysis brought out two key reflections we present next, as they motivate and form the basis of the research from the remainder of the paper.

Unexplored Code. In spite of the widespread use of containers, the issues found were located in a fairly limited, yet relevant, subset of the Linux kernel code base. Prolonging the fuzzing campaign by a few days did not uncover new bugs.

We find this to stem directly from the inherent coverage problem of dynamic tools. Much code may be locked under specific kernel states [22, 61], require emulation for crossing the hardware/software barrier with device drivers [47], or need complex input generation logic (e.g., with protocols). Special-purpose fuzzers [11, 45, 47, 49, 52–54, 57], which one may run naturally on our instrumented kernels, currently exist only for a fraction of such components.

This led to us eventually to investigate container confusion detection through static approaches that could cover the whole code base, even if with a diminished precision/recall.

Dynamics of Bugs. We noted a few distinctive traits in the nature of the bugs spotted with the experiments of Section 5.3. These may make some bugs harder to reason about, especially for static analysis. However, as we show in Section 7, domain knowledge (e.g., on list operations) can come to the rescue.
For example, one trait relates to whether, for a container, of instance that sees objects incoming from a given program path, confusion occurs on all or only a few of them (e.g., only on a list’s owning element). Another relates to whether, on the path(s) from the container allocation to its confused use, pointer upcasts and downcasts involve indirection (e.g., the address is stored in a field of another object).

In the following, we present five bug patterns that encompass all the issues of Section 5.3 and represent general forms of container confusion. These patterns are distinct, albeit not exhaustive in terms of possible types of confusion (other than those we encountered). Most importantly, the descriptions we give are actionable for program analysis (Section 7).

Pattern 1: Statically Incompatible Containers. This pattern describes the most generic and shallow container confusion that we identified. It involves using a type (or member field) that is always incorrect when downcasting object pointers incoming from a certain program path.

Listing 5 reports an exemplary bug found when fuzzing in the sock_init_data() function while manipulating a socket struct. The function assumes that its struct socket* sock parameter is embedded in a socket_alloc container. This assumption is correct for most sockets in the kernel, except for TUN and TAP ones. Hence, when a program path from function tun_chr_open() reaches the buggy function, its argument is embedded in a tun_file container instead.

When the function assigns the socket with the owner’s UID, the confused bytes are always set to zero in the kernel configuration that we tested. Any TUN or TAP socket thus appears as owned by the root user, nullifying user-based firewall/routing rules possibly in place. The severity of the bug may be even amplified by the effects of structure randomization (Section 3.1). At the time of disclosure, the bug had been present in the Linux kernel for almost 7 years.

Pattern 2: Empty-list Confusion. As we anticipated in Section 2.1, a confusion can originate when issuing a container of operation on the owning structure of a circular list. When such a list is empty, the owning structure sees the next and prev fields of its embedded list_head point to itself. Accessing list members in a list_entry, list_first_entry, or list_last_entry operation causes container confusion.

Listing 6 reports an exemplary bug found in the kernel networking stack when fuzzing. Since the inet_diag_msg SCTPasonfill() function assumes that the asoc->base.bind_addr.address_list list is populated without checking for it, laddr points to a container-confused object when the list_entry() operates on an empty list. The code at line 11 copies some of its fields into memory provided to userspace. As these confused fields contain kernel heap pointers, this results in a KASLR leak that deterministically breaks the address randomization of the kernel, which often represents one of the first steps in kernel exploitation [20, 26, 28, 34].
void inet_hash(struct sock *sk,  
    struct inet_bound_bucket *tb,  
    const unsigned short snum) {  
    ...  
    hlist_add_head(&sk->sk_bound_node, &tb->owners);  
    ...  
}  

int __inet_hash_connect(..., struct sock *sk, ...) {  
    ...  
    struct inet_bound_bucket *tb;  
    ...  
    if (port) {  
        ...  
        tb = inet_csk(sk) -> csk_bound_hash;  
        ...  
        if (hlist_entry((&tb->owners)->first,  
                        struct sock, sk_node) == sk &&  
            !sk->sk_bound_node.next) {  
            inet_seshash_noisten(sk, NULL, NULL);  
            spin_unlock_bh(&head->lock);  
            return 0;  
        }  
        ...  
    }  
}  

Listing 7: inet_hash() inserts list elements using the  
sk_node member, whereas __inet_hash_connect() accesses them incorrectly using the sk_node member.

sk_node member. In this case, the two members are located  
at different offsets, thus the downcast on the access adjusts  
the pointer incorrectly, causing container confusion.  

As a result, the condition at line 17, which controls a fast  
path for the function, never evaluates to true. At the time of  
disclosure, the bug had been present in the Linux kernel for  
18+ years (i.e., the extent of its git history).

Pattern 4: Past-the-end Iterator. Developers often rely  
on a break-like logic when searching for an element in a data  
structure using iterators. Program semantics may sometimes  
deceive them into believing that a search will always succeed,  
so they may use an iterator without checking for its validity,  
which would not hold if the loop completes.

This container confusion characterized our running example  
(cf. Section 3.2). Listing 8 shows another exemplary bug that  
we found in SGX code when running an enclave in our  
instrumented kernel build using qemu-sgx. As the function  
processes an empty &encl_mm->encl->mm_list list, the tmp  
iterator is never assigned a valid entry, holding a confused  
pointer after the loop. At the time of disclosure, the bug had  
been present in the Linux kernel for more than 2 years.

Listing 8: Incorrect use of the list iterator variable tmp after  
the loop in sgx_mmu_notifier_release().

Pattern 5: Containers with Contracts. An object embedded  
in a data structure may come with additional metadata  
(e.g., custom RTTIs [39]) that program semantics uses as an  
implicit contract to control what operations can be done on it.

This is the case with the sysfs subsystem of the kernel,  
which lets userspace programs inspect and control several  
kernel features. Listing 9 shows a container confusion that  
we found in an inspection function when fuzzing. Here, the  

void sgx_mmu_notifier_release(struct mm_notifier *mn,  
    struct mmu_notifier *mnu,  
    struct mmu_notifier *mnu) {  
    ...  
    struct sgx_encl_mm *encl_mm = ...;  
    struct sgx_encl_mm *tmp = NULL;  
    ...  
    list_for_each_entry(tmp, &encl_mm->encl->mm_list, list) {  
        if (tmp == encl_mm) {  
            list_del_rcu(&encl_mm->list);  
            break;  
        }  
    }  
}  

Listing 9: Invalid container_of on kobj (originating from  
&f2fs_feed) in f2fs_attr_show().

kobj that kobject_init_and_add() registers is not  
embedded in another structure, but the buggy f2fs_attr_show()  
function treats it as if embedded in a f2fs_sb_info structure.  
This plays out as a “controlled” confusion, as the contract  
(i.e., the companion object of type ktype at line 3) carries a  
pointer, retrieved at line 11, to a function that does not access  
the confused sbi supplied at line 12. We classify this as an  
anti-pattern, as an imperfect knowledge of program semantics  
or changes to it would open up the possibility for bugs.

Bug Counts. With our sanitizer (Section 5.3.1), we  
discovered 6 mismatches on data structure operators, 2 cases of  
empty-list confusion, and 1 case for each of the other patterns.

7 Static Analyzer

This section introduces the static analyzer component of UN-  
CONTAINED, which aims to identify the container confusion  
patterns presented in the previous section. We illustrate the  
design of our static analyses in Section 7.1, their implementation  
in Section 7.2, and the experimental results in Section 7.3.

7.1 Design

As anticipated in Section 6, our static analyzer aims for the  
code regions that are not within easy reach of current dynamic
testing solutions. We note, though, that the reflections and bug patterns we presented involve phenomena, like indirection via memory, that may be expensive to reason about statically. Also, most of the bugs found involved inter-procedural flows.

For our analysis to scale to a code base as huge as the Linux kernel while maintaining satisfying accuracy, we make the following design choices. We cast bug pattern search to a static information flow analysis problem, relying on def-use information to track value propagation. The five bug patterns become rules for an on-demand backward or forward analysis where container_of instances act as sources or sinks depending on the pattern. We extend def-use chains through procedure boundaries (as a simplified form of [23]) and model memory as a single, coarse-grained symbolic location for scalability. We use semantic knowledge of common data structure manipulations (e.g., list iterators) to model several flows that involve indirection, enabling static reasoning.

We provide descriptions below for how we encode the five bug patterns as rules for the information flow analysis. Appendix C contains more rigorous definitions of what we use as (and do at) sources, sinks, and path-discarding filters.

Pattern 1. To spot statically incompatible containers, we run a backward analysis from the pointer supplied to a container_of instance to every operation, if any, that obtains a pointer to an embedded structure starting from a pointer typed as a container. If the type (or member field) is incompatible with what container_of is asked for, we report a confusion. Static reasoning is limited to instances for which we can infer the container type, i.e., cases where the code computes the parent structure pointer flowing into container_of by referencing the member field of the child structure—e.g., with a & (child.member) pattern. Our static reasoning gives up instead if the code reads the parent pointer value directly from memory: in these cases, even complex pointer analyses may be inconclusive due to aliasing, indirection, and other factors.

Pattern 2. To spot potential accesses on empty lists, checking only for the use of dedicated helpers (e.g., list_empty, list_is_head, list_entry_is_head) would be prone to false positives. In fact, a code may keep track of the list size in a separate variable and check it before any downcasting: we find this to happen frequently in the Linux kernel.

We thus conduct a forward analysis from any occurrence of list_{entry, next, prev, first, last} to any use of the output pointer. If we encounter no conditional check guarding a use in the control flow, we report a potential confusion.

When reviewing buggy code, we also noted that some code erroneously compares the assigned pointer to NULL (whereas, when the list is empty, the result would reference the owning structure). Therefore, we added an analysis that detects such checks and deems them as incorrect (unless the code did not explicitly initialize the pointer as such before list iteration).

Pattern 3. Object flows between operations involving container-based data structures (e.g., insertion and retrieval in a list) are in general hard to reason about statically, as they involve memory contents manipulation. However, we can rely on domain knowledge on the identity of the operations to detect cases of container confusion from inconsistent member selection.

We do a forward analysis from any operation on a data structure type to any subsequent operation on the same structure (e.g., from list_add to list_entry). If the pointers supplied to both can be determined to be the same but the container type or field is different, we report a potential confusion.

Pattern 4. To detect when an iterator may have outlived its validity and cause container confusion if dereferenced, we analyze the instances of iterator-related macros that take part in loops. For each of them, we conduct an intra-procedural forward analysis to see if the code uses it outside the loop. We deem such a use as potentially confused if it is not guarded by a conditional check (e.g., using a boolean variable set by the loop), as developers typically insert one to assess whether the loop stopped advancing the iterator (i.e., before invalidity).

Pattern 5. Confusion cases on containers with contracts are hard to spot in terms of code manipulations alone. We find it reasonable to assume that, for a given code base, the identity of such container types is known. For the Linux kernel, we devise an analysis for kobject containers that one may in principle adapt to other types from other code bases. The analysis comes with a forward and a backward component.

For each occurrence of the kobject_init_and_add() function, which is designed to register an object with its contract, we run a backward analysis to identify the containment relationships of the registered object and collect its ktype contract. For each contract, we gather what functions of sysfs may be called on the object by inspecting its related fields. Then, we run a forward analysis from the kobject argument in each such function, looking for container_of invocations incompatible with any valid containment identified by the backward component.

7.2 Implementation

We implement the general forward and backward information flow analyses and the rules for patterns 1, 2, 3, and 5 as a pass for LLVM IR in 1286 lines of C++ code. Similarly to the dynamic analyzer (Section 5.2), we intercept every container_of occurrence at the source level and expose its source and destination type and object at the IR level. We run the pass at link time so we can effectively extend def-use chains across procedure boundaries. However, in this scenario LLVM would normally merge type definitions having an identical memory layout: to keep our analyses accurate,
we disabled this behavior by changing ~25 lines of code in the compiler.

The forward analysis starts from an IR value representing a source and follows its uses. When a use eventually reaches a function call argument, the analysis continues by seeing the uses of the arguments in the callee, recursively. The analysis also accounts for uses that concur to the return value of a callee, returning to the caller for continuing the analysis.

The backward analysis proceeds from a source IR value to its reaching definition(s). When it meets a function argument, it continues by exploring the code of each possible caller.

Both analyses stop exploring a path upon reaching a sink, a memory dereferencing operation (as we modeled memory as a single location), or an instruction already visited when analyzing a particular source. The rules for the patterns to check specify sources, sinks, direction of the exploration, and filters (if applicable) to stop a path exploration early.

Since our analysis visits each instruction at most once for each source location, and source locations are generally limited in number, we can approximately estimate the cost of our analysis as linear in the number of LLVM IR instructions.

As an implementation refinement, for pattern 2 we suppress false positives involving container confusion in functions passed as callbacks for `list_sort` or `seq_operations` structures. The reason is that the latter come with additional logic for emptiness checks before invoking the callbacks.

To ease the analysis of the reported confusion cases, we implement a Visual Studio Code plugin that recovers and presents to the developer the relevant code locations involved.

For pattern 4, when reporting the bug presented in Section 3.2, the kernel maintainers pointed us to a coccinelle script proposed in 2012 by Julia Lawall on their mailing list to flag uses of iterators after loops. We assume that it had limited impact because of the high false positive rates. However, since our analysis for 4 is simple and local, coccinelle is a great fit for it. We therefore extended the script in ways (mainly, with detection of checking logic already in place) that significantly reduced its false positive rate.

## 7.3 Evaluation

We run our static analyzer on the same kernel code base studied in Section 5.3. Table 1 summarizes the findings from a manual analysis of the reported cases of potential container confusion: we identified 80 bugs, 179 anti-patterns, and 107 false positives. We disclosed and proposed patches (144 in total with 97 already merged at the time of writing) for all the bugs as well as for the anti-patterns that can be removed without intrusive program semantics changes.

For the analysis time, we recall that pattern 2 employs two rules whereas the others just one (5 included, as its two analyses run in combination). We measure it took an average of 33.6 seconds for a rule to process all the container downcasts in the code that meet the definition of source for it.

We classify a report as a bug when the container confusion is unintended, which can lead to errors and possibly security-sensitive behavior. We consider as anti-pattern (AP) those cases where confusion can happen but program semantics prevents any use of the pointer. We consider as false positive (FP) those cases where pointers cannot have a confused value but the over-approximation of static analysis fails to see it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Reports about</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>Bug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Statically Incompatible Containers</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Empty-list Confusion</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mismatch on Data Structure Operators</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Past-the-end Iterator</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Containers with Contracts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Reports from the static analyzer categorized as False Positives (FP), Anti-Patterns (AP), and Bugs for each pattern.

Pattern 1. Reports about Statically Incompatible Containers cases include 3 bugs, 27 anti-patterns, and 72 false positives. This pattern is prone to false positives (67.3% of the total among all five patterns) due to imprecision of the static analysis: we found most of them to occur when some backward control flows are unfeasible as they are guarded by checks on fields carrying explicit type tags. A similar semantics is also behind most of the anti-patterns we found. As for the bugs, static checking identifies the TUN bug from fuzzing that we discussed when presenting the pattern in Section 6, but also a similar variant for TAP socket interfaces.

Pattern 2. Reports about Empty-list Confusion cases are the second most numerous: we found 20 bugs (5 from missing checks and 15 from checks against `NULL`) and 2 anti-patterns.

For example, we found a container confusion in code that incorrectly checks HID device drivers reports, affecting all the 9 kernel drivers that rely on it. The bug had been present in the kernel for almost 9 years. In other HID driver code, we found 2 use-after-free and 1 NULL pointer dereference bugs. We also found a bug in the RT scheduler for an incorrect check on the task queue that had been present for 15 years.

The 19 false positives involve lists that cannot be empty due to program semantics, missing effects of indirect calls (like the sort comparators that we model already), and implementation limitations for non-nearby conditional checks.

Pattern 3. We found a notable bug by looking for pattern Mismatch on Data Structure Operators cases. The bug affects the function `rds_rm_zerocopy_callback()`, which writes a

---

5It could be a one-time effort to add such domain knowledge to the checker and stop the analysis of the current path upon recognizing such explicit checks over fields. However, we found 72 false positives here to still be a reasonable number for the manual analysis we conducted.
The function uses confused values to write data to an offset where both are under userspace control, offering a controlled out-of-bounds (OOB) write primitive. Due to the container confusion, also an overlapping lock structure gets corrupted in the process, de-synchronizing it and potentially causing a use after free. The bug had been present in the kernel for 5 years. As the OOB write does not overlap with redzones, ongoing continuous fuzzing efforts could not detect it.

Anti-patterns mainly originate from iterating a list with an incorrect type, sharing a few initial member fields with the intended type. False positives come from implementation limitations with complex cases of GEP instructions in LLVM IR and unfeasible control flows from switch-case constructs.

**Pattern 4.** Reports about *Past-the-end Iterator* are the most numerous in our results: this is quite expected, being list iteration popular in the kernel. We identify 56 bugs and 137 anti-patterns where the code may use a list iterator without checking whether it surpassed the end of the data structure.

The most immediate effect of our reporting and patching activity was upgrading the C standard for the Linux kernel to C11 [9]: this makes it possible to declare iterators valid only within loops, forcing developers to use (valid) retrieved values in a safer way. Shortly after, Linus Torvalds and other maintainers followed up with a proposal under adoption for a safer design of list iterators [10] that prevents anti-patterns of this kind completely.

**Pattern 5.** We conclude by briefly mentioning that our reports from searching for *Containers with Contracts* cases uncovered two anti-patterns involving *kobject* container confusion in addition to the one discovered by dynamic analysis.

## 8 Discussion

We find that the dynamic and static components of **UNCONTAINED** operate synergetically to expose typically different instances of bugs over large code bases such as the Linux kernel. Thanks to precise runtime information, the sanitizer component offers high accuracy by incurring only a few false positives in our tests.

The wealth of information also allows it to detect bugs that are out of reach of the static analyzer due to the latter’s inherent under-approximation (e.g., for cases of memory indirections that we cannot recover via domain knowledge). This can be seen in the limited overlap in the bugs found: only 2 of the 11 bugs found dynamically occur in the reports of the static analyzer.

On the other hand, the static analyzer succeeds in its intended goals, revealing a large number of bugs (80) originating often in kernel areas that the dynamic experiments did not stress sufficiently or at all—and are also fundamentally difficult to cover due to configuration and hardware entropy. These include virtual drivers, ptrace facilities, the RT scheduler, and the kernel components of NFS and KVM, among others. Being a static analysis, the main shortcoming of the approach when it comes to analyzing reports is the lack of actionable test cases to reach the involved code. While this is an inherently hard problem for any static analysis, the patterns that we propose are quite intuitive, greatly helping manual analysis.

The majority of false positives come from pattern 1, primarily because the static analysis is currently unable to recognize explicit type checks on structure fields that act as runtime type information and prevent container confusion bugs (Section 7.3). Therefore, violations of pattern 1 can be regarded with lower confidence compared to the other patterns.

False negatives in the static analysis may be caused by incomplete control-flow information (e.g., indirect calls) and by inaccuracies in our modeling of program state. For example, precise modeling of memory may be an area worth examining to improve the reach of the static analyzer. We opted not to use pointer analyses as accurate ones are expensive on large programs [56] and features desirable in this context (e.g., flow- and context-sensitivity) would increase their costs considerably. Moreover, they would be unaware of the many indirect control transfers to functions caused by userland activities. We leave this investigation to future work.

Similarly, it would be interesting to explore directed fuzzing [3] and/or fuzzers specialized for certain kernel areas (Section 6) to reach functions/regions where static analyses report potential container confusion cases. Doing so may enable both their in-depth exploration and input generation for some reports.

The security impact of type confusion bugs depends on the memory layout of the objects involved. In an exploitation scenario, an attacker would leverage a controlled type confusion to overlap and corrupt interesting fields. On the other hand, the type confusion bugs found by our approach have no control over which types overlap. This may influence the immediate exploitability of the bugs we found and require more effort to turn a type confusion into memory corruption. However, 8 of our bugs were considered security-relevant for their exploitability and got assigned 6 CVEs (3 bugs got merged into the same CVE, as listed in Appendix A). As a concrete illustration of security impact, we have also demonstrated a controllable out-of-bounds write on the heap for one of the CVEs reported.

## 9 Related Work

This section covers literature on type confusion, sanitization, and static analysis that the research in this paper relates to.
Type Confusion Detection. Most existing type confusion detectors are limited to C++. UB San [40], for instance, replaces static casts with dynamic casts in C++ to expose bugs. CaVeR [39], TypeSan [21], HexType [29], and Bitype [46] are specialized to find type confusion for C++ classes by managing runtime type metadata and performing checks on cast operations. CASTSan [42] efficiently detects type confusion leveraging C++ virtual tables, but is limited to polymorphic classes only. While all other existing approaches rely on dynamic analysis, TCD [62] uses a field-, context- and flow sensitive pointer analysis to detect type-confused C++ code.

libcrunch [31] and EffectiveSan [13] support C programs. However, both approaches rely on intercepting object allocations and binding them with their top-level allocation type. In practice, this would be hard, if not impossible, to collect in projects with the complexity of a kernel. For this reason, the typed allocator mitigation in XNU resorted to manual annotations in allocations [15]. Our approach overcomes the need of both allocation-time type inference and manual annotations.

Speculative Type Confusion. Previous work has explored speculative type confusion while dealing with objects of multiple types. Confusion in the speculative domain fundamentally differ from non-speculative one for observability and/or explainability. Kasper [30] scans the Linux kernel for arbitrary speculative gadgets. It shows how the current list iterator implementation is subject to speculative container confusion when dealing with the list heads if the terminating condition is mispredicted. Kirzner et al. [32] focus on speculative type confusion in the Linux kernel. The paper highlights possible type confusion originating from eBPF code, compiler-introduced vulnerabilities, and polymorphic types. BHI [2] leverages a speculative type confusion in eBPF code in their exploit. FPVI [48] and Spook.js [1] exploit speculative type confusion in JavaScript engines.

Other Sanitizers. Similarly to ASan [50], several sanitizers rely on redzones: Purify [25], Memcheck [51], Dr. Memory [6] and LPC [24] leverage them to detect memory corruptions in the form of spatial and temporal safety violations.

MSan [55] targets reads from uninitialized memory using a shadow map mechanism. Other sanitizers, such as Undangle [7], FreeSentry [60], DangNull [38], and DangSan [59] detect dangling pointers that cause use-after-free errors.

For boundary identification, other techniques encode tracking metadata within pointers, as with low-fat pointers [14, 36] and delta pointers [35]. For example, our approach could replace redzones with low-fat pointers on supported systems.

Static Analyzers. We conclude by mentioning a few popular static analysis tools for the Linux kernel. Coccinelle [44] is pervasively used as a program matching and transformation tool. In addition to its use for refactoring and code hardening, it also has provisions to find intra-procedural bugs. Sparse [5] uses Linux kernel-specific annotations to perform few specialized checks. Smatch [4] followed in its footsteps to build a generic static analysis framework for several kernel bug types; it can only conduct intra-procedural dataflow analyses.

10 Conclusion

We presented a sanitization scheme for container confusion designed as a compiler-based runtime checker. For demonstration, we implemented the sanitizer for the Linux kernel, finding 11 bugs, which were undetected by previous work. Those bugs have often existed in the kernel for several years. Based on our results, we identified common bug patterns and used those categories to build a tailored static analyzer to discover bugs in code often unreachable by dynamic analysis. With our static analyzer, we unveiled 78 additional, previously undiscovered bugs. We conclude that bad downcasting is not only problematic in object-oriented programming languages but also occurs in large C projects, with serious security impact.

We have disclosed and proposed possible fixes for all found bugs and relevant anti-patterns to the Linux kernel mailing list, with a total of 149 patches and 102 already merged. Some of the disclosed issues have prompted significant changes to core kernel design patterns, with fixes even requiring the kernel to transition to the modern C11 standard.
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A Assigned CVEs

Table 2 presents the list of CVE identifiers assigned to the type confusion bugs we reported.

B LMbench Evaluation

Table 3 presents detailed results for the LMbench tests mentioned in Section 5.3.2.

C Static Analysis Rules

Table 4 shows the definitions for our static information flow analyses. For each pattern, we report the source where the dataflow starts from, the sinks that the dataflow searches, the path filters that inhibit the report (i.e., stop path exploration) when met, and additional checks that the analysis performs at a sink before reporting a potential container confusion.
Table 3: LMbench experiments: comparing the native execution baseline against UNCONTAINED and KASAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>baseline</th>
<th>UNCONTAINED</th>
<th>KASAN</th>
<th>UNCONTAINED overhead</th>
<th>KASAN overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple syscall</td>
<td>1.05 µs</td>
<td>1.21 µs</td>
<td>1.93 µs</td>
<td>16 %</td>
<td>84 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple read</td>
<td>1.28 µs</td>
<td>1.64 µs</td>
<td>2.32 µs</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>82 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple write</td>
<td>1.02 µs</td>
<td>1.24 µs</td>
<td>1.83 µs</td>
<td>21 %</td>
<td>79 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple stat</td>
<td>8.34 µs</td>
<td>72.10 µs</td>
<td>37.59 µs</td>
<td>764 %</td>
<td>351 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple fstat</td>
<td>5.01 µs</td>
<td>59.24 µs</td>
<td>21.24 µs</td>
<td>1083 %</td>
<td>325 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple open/close</td>
<td>18.14 µs</td>
<td>86.89 µs</td>
<td>66.97 µs</td>
<td>579 %</td>
<td>269 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 10 fd’s</td>
<td>2.05 µs</td>
<td>2.41 µs</td>
<td>3.68 µs</td>
<td>18 %</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 100 fd’s</td>
<td>6.29 µs</td>
<td>6.79 µs</td>
<td>9.07 µs</td>
<td>08 %</td>
<td>44 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 250 fd’s</td>
<td>13.38 µs</td>
<td>14.13 µs</td>
<td>18.06 µs</td>
<td>06 %</td>
<td>35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 500 fd’s</td>
<td>25.79 µs</td>
<td>29.10 µs</td>
<td>38.73 µs</td>
<td>06 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 10 tcp fd’s</td>
<td>2.19 µs</td>
<td>2.55 µs</td>
<td>3.95 µs</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>81 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 100 tcp fd’s</td>
<td>11.85 µs</td>
<td>12.74 µs</td>
<td>19.37 µs</td>
<td>07 %</td>
<td>63 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 250 tcp fd’s</td>
<td>28.23 µs</td>
<td>29.83 µs</td>
<td>45.37 µs</td>
<td>06 %</td>
<td>61 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select on 500 tcp fd’s</td>
<td>56.05 µs</td>
<td>61.16 µs</td>
<td>95.02 µs</td>
<td>09 %</td>
<td>70 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal handler installation</td>
<td>1.32 µs</td>
<td>1.57 µs</td>
<td>2.46 µs</td>
<td>19 %</td>
<td>87 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe latency</td>
<td>16.58 µs</td>
<td>20.99 µs</td>
<td>39.54 µs</td>
<td>27 %</td>
<td>139 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF_UNIX sock stream latency</td>
<td>22.71 µs</td>
<td>38.03 µs</td>
<td>74.32 µs</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>226 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process fork+exit</td>
<td>627.32 µs</td>
<td>1076.48 µs</td>
<td>1869.73 µs</td>
<td>72 %</td>
<td>197 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process fork+execve</td>
<td>718.54 µs</td>
<td>1210.79 µs</td>
<td>2099.22 µs</td>
<td>69 %</td>
<td>191 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process fork+bin/sh -c</td>
<td>2530.20 µs</td>
<td>5370.25 µs</td>
<td>6756.88 µs</td>
<td>112 %</td>
<td>167 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP latency using localhost</td>
<td>44.56 µs</td>
<td>135.34 µs</td>
<td>106.43 µs</td>
<td>204 %</td>
<td>139 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP latency using localhost</td>
<td>56.33 µs</td>
<td>113.18 µs</td>
<td>141.90 µs</td>
<td>101 %</td>
<td>152 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP/IP connection cost to localhost</td>
<td>240.82 µs</td>
<td>494.53 µs</td>
<td>672.52 µs</td>
<td>105 %</td>
<td>179 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geomean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74 %</td>
<td>126 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Details of rules for the patterns defined for static analysis. Showing the direction (B for backwards dataflow, F for forward dataflow), source and sink matched, and eventual filters and/or additional checks. 1 employs a single rule in two parts.